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SAVED BY .................
Yerucham Reich

The Torah gives us a lot of detail about Ya’akov’s encounter 
with Eisav. We learn from Ya’akov how to prepare 

for possibly violent confrontation with hostile enemies: 
Diplomacy, a hand extended in peace, and simultaneous 
preparation for war, complete with strategies that take into 
account the various possibilities and exigencies of war. And, 
while the human factor is a practical necessity, the larger 
picture is taken into account and addressed: prayer. God of 
my fathers, Ya’akov prayed, who directed me to return to my 
homeland, and who has blessed me so, unworthy as I am, 
please save me from my brother Eisav, lest he come and smite 
us all, mothers and children.

Ya’akov knew what Eisav was capable of. And so he was 
justifiably fearful. He prayed for God’s salvation, he prepared 
his camps for war, and he extended the olive branch. 

There is, famously, a strange inverse relationship between 
Ya’akov and Eisav, one that began as the two babies wrestled 
In their mother’s belly, and was determined for all time by 
Yitzchak’s  bracha.  When Ya’akov is up, Eisav will be down. 
When Ya’akov is down, Eisav will be ascendant. 

Eisav has been ascendant for a very long time. 
And so, I saw something striking in the aftermath of the 

recent terrible terrorist murders in Paris. 
I wondered then how long it would take for some 

prominent political figure, or commentator, to lay the blame for 
those murders on the Jews, who have stirred up the Muslims 
with “occupation”, “oppression”, and “humiliation”. It took 
less than a week before the Swedish foreign minister went 
public with that sentiment. They understand why Muslims 
attack Jews (“They are desperate, and using the only means 
available to them!”). But why attack innocent Europeans, who 
sympathize with them?   

A young woman who miraculously survived the murders, 
as others all around her were killed, was being interviewed. 
She was, several days afterward, still visibly shaken and 
highly emotional. It was obvious to her that a higher power 
had saved her. But what she actually said was quite telling, 
indicative of where Europe ( Eisav, by the way) is. 

After a momentary pause, she said, “the Universe saved 
me.”

That’s right. In another time, even not long ago, she 
would have said “thank God”, and perhaps speculated on 
why God chose to save her while those around her died. She 
did so speculate, but could not bring herself to say “God”. 
Perhaps she feared ridicule from her Godless friends. Perhaps 
she is too vested in the Godlessness of what is, essentially, 
a post Christian Europe that is, as a result, easy pickings for 

the Muslim invasion we have been witnessing for the past 
generation, the same period that Europeans have been busy 
shedding their religion. 

“The Universe saved me.” At first I was shocked and 
horrified. And then I remembered our forefather Yitzchak’s 
bracha that places Ya’akov and Eisav at such opposite poles, 
and it gave me hope that with Eisav’s fulfilling  ka’asher 
tarid”, when you, Eisav, descend, Ya’akov will ascend. 

We can use some ascending now. I know of no such 
inverse relationship with Yishmael. Yishmael seems stronger, 
and wilder, than he has ever been since he swept out of the 
Arabian Peninsula 1300 years ago. 

In this time of our fear and concern, we can learn the lesson 
of our forefather Ya’akov, and prepare ourselves by all means 
necessary, with the practical preparations for armed conflict if 
need be, with peace and diplomacy if possible, and above all, 
with prayer and turning to our Father in Heaven to protect us. 
Halevai that all of our people take Ya’akov’s lesson to heart, 
that we turn our hearts to the only real and omnipotent power 
in the Universe, the Creator of that universe, and, thus truly 
well armed, we will be ascendant not only against Eisav, but 
against Yishmael as well. 

And so, in the merit of our forefathers, may it be God’s 
will. 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas Vayishlach, 5776
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ROCHEL’S FINAL WISH
R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel

This week’s Parsha has an abundance of stories and 
Midrashim, historical lessons of how to deal with 

the worldly “eisav” and those whom surround us, (see R 
Yerucham Reich’s excellent Dvar Torah on that subject) and 
several of the personal tragedies which occurred to Yaakov. 
One of those tragedies was the passing of Rochel while giving 
birth to Binyamin.

The Pasuk tells us “Vayihi B’hakshosah b’lidita, Vatomer 
loh hameyaldes al tirei ki gam zeh loch ben” when she was 
having difficulty delivering, and the midwife said to her do not 
fear, because this too will be a son for you.  

It is axiomatic that people try to comfort others in pain. 
That is life. Sometimes they are even successful. It is obvious 
that the midwife was saying something important to Rochel, 
for these were the last recorded words said to her, and the 
Torah is the one revealing them to us. Yet, what was the 
statement meant to do for Rochel? She was dying, her life 
was ebbing away, what and why was she not to fear because 
this child was also a son born to her? What difference would 
it make to her at this point?

Rav Yosef Nechemia Kornitzer writes that it’s all a matter 
of perspective. Rochel was one of the quintessential examples 
of a Jewish mother. She lived, breathed and wanted nothing 
else than for her family, her children, and life to stand for, live 
for and follow in her ways, in the ways of the Avos and to 
serve Hashem. 

In her last waning moments of life, in an act that lets us 
know who she was and what she worried about, Rochel wasn’t 
thinking of her pain and misery, but was worried whether this 
child will be brought up in the right way. This was integral to 
her being, and this was what mattered to her. 

The midwife, to assuage her obvious fears and to 
strengthen her last moments, told her al Tirei, ki gam zeh lach 
ben. Don’t worry, don’t fear, don’t give it a second thought, 
this son will be for you a son. He will surely follow in the way 
that you want him too. 

That is the answer that Rav Kornitzer gives in his sefer on 
Chumash. But I found an interesting story in the introduction 
to Rav Yosef Nechemiah Kornitzer’s Shailos u’ teshuvos.

When Rav Yosef Nechemia was born his mother died a 
few days later due to his delivery.   The family of nine was 
bereft with sorrow on their loss, but on the 8th day his father, 
HaRav Akiva Kornitzer, on the way home from the funeral 
of his wife, requested that he change into his finest Shabbos 
cloths and immediately went to his new son’s bris milah. 

When he got up to address the crowd he asked the same 
question which we asked before, what was the midwife trying 

to convey to Rochel? How was she trying to comfort her? 
How would this information of the baby being a son relieve 
her of any anxiety that she was having? 

To which he suggested that Rochel was worried what 
people might say as to why she died in childbirth. The 
Mishnah (Shabbos 31a) states that for three sins a woman 
might die at childbirth: because they are not meticulous in 
the observance of Niddah, Challah, and lighting the [Sabbath] 
candles.   Granted that people are usually aware if another 
actually lights candles for Shabbos or perhaps even if they 
take challah but something as private as taharas hamishpacha 
is something no one else knows about. Rochel was worried 
that perhaps some might question her observance. Perhaps 
they would question her child.

To this the midwife responded- al Tirei, ki gam zeh lach 
ben - . Don’t worry, don’t fear, and don’t give it a second 
thought, for this son will be for you a son. He is the 12th shevet. 

It was accepted that there would be a total of twelve 
tribes and Rochel just gave birth to the twelfth one.  She was 
trying to convey that everyone would understand that it would 
implausible for this child to be one of the shevatim if Rochel 
herself wasn’t entirely observant in all areas of spirituality. 
That gave the greatest degree of comfort to Rochel as her 
child would bear the legacy which most mattered to her.

Then Rav Akiva Kornitzer turned and said that, in the 
same effect, his new son would also light up the world of 
Torah and Judaism. He was sure that the rightousness, the 
tzidkus, the charitableness and the purity of his Rebbitzen 
would shine through his children. He was convinced that the 
life which she envisioned, prayed for and hoped for her child 
would come about. That turned out to be true as Rav Yosef 
Nechemia went on to become one the well-known pre-war 
gedolim and last chief Rabbi of Krakow. 

The Chofetz Chaim in his sefer Ahavas Chesed deliberated 
about a common practice of his day.  When people buried their 
loved ones some of them also happened to spend an enormous 
amount of money on gilded and picturesque tombstones by 
which they would remember their recently deceased. They 
thought that perhaps by doing so they would bring honor and 
respect to the souls of their loved ones. The tombstones were 
majestic and bright. Surely, they surmised, that this was a 
wonderful nachas ruach for the neshamos. 

Yet, he writes, while their intentions are admirable, their 
approach is misguided. There are a limited amount of things 
that count for a person after 120 years on this world. Gilded 
monuments are not one of them. The departed soul is purely 
spiritual. It understands the complete truth of what really 
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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

PARSHAS VAYISHLACH. HISHTADLUS BEAR RESULTS 
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

After Yakkov’s encounter with his brother Esav, and 
winning over his heart, the Torah relates that Esav 

wanted to join Yaakov, and accompany him and his children 
on their journey. Yaakov, fearing the spiritual dangers of such 
an escort tried to discourage Esav from joining him. 

Yaakov reasoned with Esav that his young children travel 
slowly and will hold Esav up. If they were to quicken the 
pace, this would endanger the welfare of the children. After a 
back and forth the Torah relates, “Esav continued that day on 
his own to Seir”. Seemingly, Yaakov’s reasoning persuaded 
him and he agreed to drop his plans and to travel alone. 

What’s interesting to note, is that at the end of the Parsha 
the Torah seems to portray a different story. In Perek 36 Posuk 
7, it says : “Since their possessions were too much for them 
to dwell together, and the land wasn’t adequate for all their 
animals, Esav returned to Mt. Sair”.  It is pretty clear the 
reason Esav left and made his own way, was not because of 
Yaakov’s argument about the difficulties with the children, 
but because there wasn’t sufficient room and food for them 
to be together. 

Perhaps we can learn from this a valuable lesson. In life 
there are many challenges that come up that we need to deal 
with. The Torah requires us to make “Hishtadlus” and with 
ordinary effort try and resolve the issue. But once we make 
that effort, we must realize that the positive outcome is not the 
direct result of our efforts, but rather is a gift from Hashem. 

The Gemara tells us “YaGatta UmAztasa, Tamin” if one 
toils and works hard and claims he is successful, believe him. 
But if he doesn’t toil hard and claims he is successful don’t 
believe him. The concept is clear – success is a product of 
hard work. But the language of the Gemara is difficult to 
understand. “Matzasa” means “finding”, as when one finds 
an item in the street. Finding a lost item is not the result of 
hard work, but rather a spontaneous gift that a person chances 

upon. Why would the Gemara refer to the product of a man’s 
hard work as a “metzia” – a gift? 

The answer is as explained, what we receive is always a 
gift. Although we are required to work hard and to toil, that 
is only as a condition and prerequisite to receive Hashem’s 
blessings. By no means is the hard work a direct cause of  the 
outcome.  

This is what the Torah is teaching us. Yaakov had to deal 
with Esav in the most diplomatic and proper way. He knew 
he had to convince Esav to go alone, lest he be a negative 
influence on his family. So he made his Hishtadlus and 
concocted all sorts of arguments to convince Esav to change 
his plans. Yaakov was successful as the Torah states, Esav 
changed his mind and went his own way. But the Torah 
doesn’t say why Esav changed his mind. This is what the 
Torah reveals at the end of the Parsha. Esav went his own 
way not because he agreed with Yaakov’s reasoning. But 
rather, because he decided that there wasn’t sufficient living 
space for both families.  This is a classic case of “Yaggata 
Umatzasa”. Yakkov puts in effort. The effort bears results. But 
the result was a gift from Hashem, and not a direct outcome 
of Yaakov’s Hishtadlus. 

The book “Living Emunah” brings a story (page 273). 
Rabbi Moshe Shapiro once sent a student to try and raise 
money for the Yeshiva. The student worked very hard but 
wasn’t successful. He didn’t raise any money at all. Several 
days passed and a wealthy man came to the Yeshiva and 
unexpectedly made a very large donation. R’ Moshe went over 
to the student and thanked him. He explained to the perplexed 
student, ”We had to make our Hishtadlus, and you did, now 
Hashem sent down His blessing this way.”

This thought is expounded upon in Chovas Halivovos in 
Shar habitochon (perek 5) . He explains there the difference 
between someone who works for a living with Bitochon, vs 

counts on this world and that isn’t the physical beautification 
of what we think might count. 

Torah, Mitzvos, children bearing the legacy of their 
parents, children sustaining Torah and yiddishkeit in their 
honor and the like are much more effective in gaining for 
their neshamos than the mere window dressing that they had 
intended to do. Chazal are replete with the understanding that 
what we do in these areas will benefit our forbearers on their 
final journey. 

The Chofetz Chaim writes that while some may feel 
that it would be understated or just not worth it,  we must 
understand that just buying a set of Shas, or siddurim for a 
shul, establishing a charitable gemach or the like in honor of 
their neshamos will in fact exponentially increase their merits. 
That is what counts for them and that is what is most needed 
for those who can no longer help themselves. 
Have a good shabbos.
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someone who works without Bitochon. Outwardly they both 
seem the same. Both are working hard, as the Rambam says 
a person must learn from Yaakov and his dealing with Lavan. 
Yaakov worked hard without wasting any time. Nevertheless 
says the Chovos Halivovos, there is a big difference between 
these two. The one that has Bitochon realizes that he is 
working because Hashem has commanded him to work and 
to provide for his family. That is the extent of his obligation. 
The outcome is purely a gift from Hashem. It may be a direct 

result from his work, or it may come some other way. On the 
other hand, one who doesn’t have bitochon, believes that his 
work is providing him with the Parnasah. As such, he will 
become agitated and depressed if he doesn’t see direct success 
in what he does. 

This is the lesson from Yaakov. Work hard, toil and sweat. 
With the proper Bitochon the results will eventually come, 
whether you see it directly or not, Hashem will bless your 
efforts and provide your needs as a gift. 

WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

Imagine that you heard a voice emanating from the heavens; 
you are suddenly made aware that it is from G-d who has 

indicated to you that He will revive the dead for one half hour.
In a frantic frenzy, you and everyone else that you have 

told, rush to the cemetery. You find the ground shaking and 
trembling. You are filled with excited anticipation, waiting 
to see the hundreds of dead bodies which are about to come 
back to the land of the living. You start to wonder about these 
people being restored to life. What would they possibly want 
to do with their half hour?

Since they have already been to the Next World, there 
would be many that would run straight for a Beit Midrash, 
others would run through the streets looking for a chesed to 
perform, while others would look to make a beracha or pray. 
These people understand that this is the only time they have 
to accrue merit for the world of truth, to make a difference in 
their eternity.

Could you imagine there eyes watching the clock, nervous 
with every passing moment, upset at themselves for even 
wasting a second. What a waste it would all be if they went 
back to the grave without accomplishing anything.

The question to us is this, what would be so terrible if we 
had more than a half hour to live?

And who is to say that we even have a half hour to live?
How precious each and every moment must be to each 

of us!
(From the speech of Kelemer Maggid in a small unknown 

town)
 One of the elucidating aspects of this week’s perasha is 

the clarity of distinction between the ideologies of Eisav and 
Yaakov. Here is the interaction between them as conveyed 
within the Torah: “And Eisav said ‘I have plenty, my brother, 
let what you have remain yours’…Yaakov replies ‘ Please 
accept my homogae which was brought to you, inasmuch 

as Hashem has been gracious to me and inasmuch as I have 
everything” (Vayishlach 33:9-11).

How does this discern for us the differences in their 
approaches to life?

Rashi (1040-1105) gives us an explanation. Eisav 
spoke in an arrogant way saying that he has plenty, giving 
the implication that his acquisitions is much more than 
he needs and thus he is proud of all that he has amassed. 
Yaakov conveyed a different sentiment. He states that he has 
everything, meaning that he has his basic needs to live and for 
that he is tremendously grateful.

The Kli Yakar (1550-1619) expands this concept 
further, indicating to us that the difference in the language is 
indicative of the mindset of each one. Eisav is representing 
the wickedness that can overpower man’s view of the world. 
He is never satisfied with what he has and always wants more. 
A man of this kind can amass that greatest of fortunes, he 
can accrue holdings and property beyond what anyone can 
imagine, yet when he is on his deathbed and you ask him, 
“Now that you are close to death and have achieved riches 
surpassing your wildest dreams, is there anything else that 
you want before you leave this world?” This person would 
answer: “I would just want a little bit more.” The issue is 
that he is never satisfied with what he has because he always 
sees what he does not have. More so, he dislodges from the 
actual focus of the world. His modus operandi is extravagance 
and indulgence alone; the contentment of past gratification 
in this world does not satisfy the urge to fulfill more desires 
which have not yet been experienced. The mindset of Eisav 
is this - this world is to maximize pleasure, hence the words 
“I have plenty” are indicative of the emphasis on physical 
accumulation as the objective in life.

On the other hand, Yaakov understands that this world is 
a medium to the Next World. It is a place of opportunity to 
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connect with Hashem via Torah and mitzvot. The pleasures 
of the world are peripheral and not the primacy. They are 
amongst the tools to be used to reach the true goal of this life.

To elucidate this point the Ramchal (1707-1746) in his 
Mesillat Yesharim (chapter 13) states that when the Torah tells 
us “You shall be holy” (Vayikra 19:2), it means to separate 
ourselves from being enveloped by our surroundings to the 
point that all we do is live for the pleasures of the world alone.  
As it states in Mishlei (13:25), “The righteous person eats for 
the contentment of the soul” and not the body. One example 
he gives is that of Rabbi Yehudah Hanasi, the redactor of the 
Mishnah, which is told about in the Talmud (Ketubot 104a), 
that when he was dying he held up his ten fingers and said. 
“Hashem, it is well known to You that I never derive any 
pleasure from this world, not even with my little finger.” Yet, 
we see elsewhere in the Talmud (Avodah Zarah 11a) where it 
states that he had all the best and most expensive delicacies 
at his table, whether they were in season or out of season. So 
how did Rabbi Yehudah Hanasi state that he did not have any 

pleasure from this word?
The answer is in perspective. The delicacies were all for 

the sake of heaven. They were to make berachot on, to honor 
guests, and to influence others to learn Torah. The pleasure of 
the delicacy was not for it alone, it was only a route to serve 
and honor Hashem.

In this consideration, the moments we have, the breathing, 
the eating, the working, even the sleeping, is all part of what 
we need to serve Hashem. The world was created for man to 
do mitzvot and fulfill Hashem’s Will. So when Yaakov says 
he has everything, he is focusing on having all that he has 
been given in life, in this world of the living, to still attain 
spiritually. He is talking about having the opportunity and 
the time to still achieve and maximize what it means to be a 
Jew. It is in this regard that all of us, which are still here, still 
capable and able, are so very wealthy. We are rich beyond our 
wildest dreams because we are alive. We are able to still do 
and because of this reason alone we have everything. 

R’ Aharon Finkelstein

Q: Is there any issue with cutting the line when waiting to 
get into any particular retail store?

A: While one is not necessarily taking something tangible 
from someone else he is nonetheless encroaching on one’s 
“rights” to a certain area and would be prohibited under the 
pretenses of stealing. Merely asking the one in front of you 
wouldn’t either suffice as one would have to ask everyone else 
on the line1 if they are content with him cutting in. However, if 
one were to save the spot for someone else and then give over 
that spot over to him (requiring him to take himself out of the 
line) then that would be permitted according to many Poskim. 

Q: Would one be allowed to push someone else in order to 
get into the store before him?

A: In general if one Jew hurts another he is obligated to pay 
for any damages incurred via

1) pain
2) doctor bills
3) required rest
4) embarrassment2  

In this scenario any damage would probably be less then 

a perutah so although one is obligated as a mazik even if 
damaging by accident there may not be any payment options 
in this case. That being said if one were to turn violent (in his 
desire to be one of the first 100 customers etc.)3 there is still a 
prohibition to hit one’s friend and one would incur lashes4 for 
transgressing this issur.

Q: Aside for the concept of chavalah/hitting is there any 
other concerns one should have when dealing with any 
unruly crowds?

A: One has to be cognizant of the ever present possibility 
of ch”shlm making a chilul Hashem (desecrating the name 
of G-D). As by merely walking onto the street wearing a 
Yarmulke one is obligating himself to act in a way that is 
befitting G-D’s chosen people. Therefore any:

•	 pushing
•	 shoving
•	 punching
•	 head-locking
•	 sideswiping 
•	

would surely place someone in the realms of profaning the 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: HILCHOS BLACK FRIDAY
R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel
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name of Hashem and should be avoided at all costs. The 
reason why one must take extra caution to this issur is that 
unfortunately there is no real Teshuva that can be done for 
someone who has caused a chilul Hashem (although B’h 
Rabbainu Yonah mentions that a Kiddush Hashem can help 
erase a Chilul Hashem it does not sound this way from the 
Gemara and one should place severe attentiveness to the 
outcome of his actions in the public eye). 

Q: If someone has this intense desire to act in accordance 
with all the rowdiness that occurs during the stampede 
into the shopping facility should he remove his Yarmulke 
to avoid the above mentioned issur of chilul Hashem?

A: As is brought down by the Igros Moshe when discussing 
someone who wanted to go to the movies and asked if he 
should take off his Yarmulke for the same reason the reply 
was to keep it on. As the only possibility to entertain such an 
action would be if the person in question has intentions that 
are completely pure and righteous in nature and is looking 
solely to protect the sanctity and aura of Hakadosh Baruch 
Hu. Writes R’ Moshe, that since it’s somewhat of a stretch 
to say that someone in this predicament is looking solely to 
protect the sanctity of Hashem he is best advised to keep his 
Yarmulke on.

Q: If someone desires an item that has ran out on the 
shelves and notices it inside someone else’s shopping cart 
would there be any issue with him to take it out assuming 
that the item wasn’t officially purchased yet?

A: Although it would not be straight out g’naivah/stealing 
per-say as the item still belongs to the store there is a concept 
known as ani ha’mehapech b’chrarah5 (which refers to a 
poor man looking to grab a piece of cake and someone else 
comes along and takes it from the cusp of his grasp). To 
relate this idea the Gemarah talks about Rav Gidal who was 
pursuing a property and R’ Abba goes ahead and buys it. 
Upon complaining to Rav about the incident Rav went and 
asked R’ Abba “if a pauper is pursuing a cake and another 
person comes and takes it what is the halacha?” to which R’ 
Abba responded that “the one who takes it is considered a 
Rasha (wicked person)”. After coming to the conclusion that 
he was guilty of the same phenomenon he promptly went and 
returned the property to R’ Gidal who was initially looking 
to seal the deal. One can note from this occurrence that if 
someone is involved in securing an item,6 appliance, toy etc. 

and someone else interferes and grabs it from him he enters 
the zone of being considered a Rasha for encroaching on an 
item that was earmarked for someone else.7 Surely if someone 
already has the item in his cart then that would be included in 
ani ha’mehapech b’chrarah8 just as well. 

Q: Can one store offer an amazing door-buster only in 
order to bring in customers who will hopefully make other 
non-sale purchases just as well?

A: The mishnah in Bava Metzia9 brings down an argument 
over whether or not a storekeeper may give out candies to the 
children in order to accustom them to make further purchases. 
While R’ Yehudah prohibits it on the pretenses of putting the 
other shopkeepers at a disadvantage the Rabanon allow it 
and do not consider this to be hasagas g’vul (which refers to 
overstepping one’s boundaries and taking someone’s business 
away). The halacha is in accordance with the Rabanon and 
therefore any incredible deals, in-store giveaways, buy one 
get one free etc. is permitted without concern of hasagas 
g’vul. In fact the Rabanon state that the sellers should actually 
be encouraged to do this as it only encourages lower prices. 
As competition always brings an advantage to the customer 
when more affordable prices become actualized as the sellers 
are all vying for their business. 

Q: If someone sleeps overnight in order to be the first one 
in the store would his Shachris the next morning take on 
any changes?

A: Assuming that one is not nullifying the important 
requirement to daven with a minyan10 there are certain tefilos 
which would not be said11 should a person have stayed up the 
entire night. Specifically:

•	 birchas hatorah 
•	 elokai neshama 
•	 bracha on Tzitzis

netilas yadayim should be made after using the facilities as 
there are some Rishonim that hold that one only makes it 
when he wakes up from sleep.

Q: May one purchase an item at an intense discount even 
though he has full intention to return it but figures for the 
low price it’s worth having it for a little while?

R’ Heshy Kahan
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A: In general there is a concept of g’naivas da’as (literally 
translated to stealing one’s thoughts) which refers to a 
scenario where one purposely gives someone else a wrongful 
impression in order to get something that he wants. If someone 
is going to purchase an item with the sole purpose to return 
it as soon as he gets his use from the product then he may be 
transgressing this prohibition.12 If however the store belongs 
to a large franchise that purposely provides such extensive 
return policies (as does Nordstrom, Walmart, Lands-End, 
Costco etc.) then it may not be an issue as even if you were to 
tell them outright that you are buying something only to return 
it soon thereafter they would take no issue.13 The reason for 
this allowance is because these stores have done considerable 
research and have found that most people don’t actually end 
up returning the item hence allowing the customer to do so 
whenever and for whatever reason they want is merely an 
advertising ploy to get people to purchase their product while 
feeling secure and comfortable that they can give it back when 
they please.

Q: Does the issur of g’naivas da’as apply to non-Jews as 
well?

A: As is brought down explicitly in the Gemara and Shulchan 
Aruch, one would be transgressing g’naivas da’as even if he 
is misleading a non-Jew just as well.

Q: Is purchasing items on Black Friday an issur of 
U’bchukosayim Lo S’eilaichu?

A: The prohibition of  U’bchukosayim Lo S’eilaichu (not 
following in the statutes of idol worship) is usually defined 
when it fits into the gage of one out of two criteria:

1) when someone follows a law that is clearly connected 
to Avodah Zarah

2) when someone follows a law that is completely 
nonsensical and has no reason14 (such as wearing green 
in St. Patrick’s day or dressing up on Halloween)15

since shopping on Black Friday is a merely an advertising 
gimmik to get shoppers into stores, albeit for their holiday 
season, one would have no concerns taking advantage of the 
available savings as the reason has credence and value. Using 
the term “Black Friday” is also permitted as it is not correlated 
to anything magical or mysterious rather was just coined 
“black” by the Chicago police department in the 1960’s who 

saw it as a dark day in regards to traffic and crowd control as 
there was major congestion on both ends.16

Q: What should one learn from all the emphasis placed on 
the current deals for Black Friday?

A: While taking part in the available savings is permitted and 
may even be encouraged (especially when it promotes mitzvos 
such as the Black Friday deals accessible in various Seforim 
stores  etc.) one should also pause to reflect the great tragedy 
that may sometimes befall someone who merely “follows the 
masses” in what has become acceptable behavior such as in:

	2011 when a woman pepper sprayed an entire crowd 
because she wanted to be the first one to receive 60% 
off a Wii play system

	a Sacramento mall that had to evacuate when throngs 
of people started pushing to get deals on various 
electronics...at 5:30 AM

	2012 when two people were shot at in a shopping 
center parking lot over the rights to a....parking spot

	2008 when a man, despite his 6’5 frame and weighing 
250 lbs a was trampled to death in a New York city 
appliance store when the masses of people pushed 
over him to get into the building

one should realize that although receiving a free Ninjago set 
from Toys R Us or a hundred dollars off a Dell laptop is both 
invigorating and financially prudent nonetheless if it comes at 
the cost of either 

•	 a chilul Hashem in the display of rough, abrasive, 
rude or violent behavior

•	 much time that could have been spent on more 
productive behaviors such as connecting to one’s 
family,  or one’s creator via Tefialh, Limud Hatorah 
etc. 

•	
then the day may truly be deserving of it’s title...as it clearly 
would be quite black indeed.

FOOTNOTES
1. This is very relevant when shopping in a grocery and one who 

only has a few items asks the one in front of him if he can cut 
in as its a quick ring up. The problem with that is that he would 
require permission from all the other customers on line just as 
well which many times is not taken into account.
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2. See Mesechta Bava Kamma for a thorough analyses on how to 
gage these various payments

3.  As many times the Black Friday deals are of limited 
quantity and only relevant to a select sample of the customer 
population

4. In a setting where there is a Bais Din
5. See the source in Kiddushin 59a
6. The Rama C.M. 237:1 quotes the Mordechai that it is only 

encroaching on the initial pursuer when both parties have 
finalized an agreement and only a formal kinyan is missing.

7. R’ Moshe Feinstien zt”l seems to hold that even if both parties 
are merely negotiating but are in the final stages then one would 
not be allowed to interfere with the transaction.

8. See the Mahrit and Peirush L’harif who explain the issur to be 
that of yored l’chayav which is connected to hasagas g’vul

9. 60a
10. This can be circumvented by camping out in front of Best Buy 

or Toys R Us with nine other friends over Bar-Mitzvah
11. S.A. 46:1
12. It seems that the actual issur is somewhat correlated to real 

genaivah/theft
13. Therefore R’ Yisroel Belsky shlita permitted one to do so when 

making purchases from these chain stores. However even this 

has its limits as we note how Walmart in the Catskills retracted 
their return policy when throngs of Jews would show up after 
the summer looking for a refund for their air conditioners. 
Similarly Costco, always known for their liberal acceptance of 
returns, stopped allowing people to return folding chairs when 
many would buy hundreds for a simcha and return them after 
the weekend.

14. See Tosefos in Avodah Zarah 10 for further discussion
15. The reason why this is prohibited is that since there is seemingly 

no intelligent reason behind this practice chances are that it’s 
correlated to darchai emori (ways of idol worship) just as well

16. Similar to “black Monday” of the 1980’s when the market fell 
or “back Tuesday” of the Great Depression

17. The Judaica Place on ave M and east 19th is offering free in 
store giveaways as well as 20% off almost all seforim l’kavod 
Black Friday

18. instead of hours of surfing websites for the bast deal which 
many times interferes with the familial harmony that is fostered 
via attention to one’s spouse as opposed to one’s tablet

19. instead of missing minyan or other scheduled shiurim that would 
have otherwise been attended as how many post Thanksgiving 
nights have been squandered by the need to find “just one more 
great deal” on the net 

PARSHAS VAYISHLAH
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

The Parsha begins: “Yaakov sent angels.... Thus shall you 
say to my lord, to Eisav: So said your servant Yaakov: 

I have dwelled with Lavan... [and] I have acquired ox and 
donkey...” Now, further on we see that Yaakov sent also camels 
as a present to Eisav. Why, then, does he not mention the 
camels now as well? He should have said. I have acquired 
ox, donkey, camel...! Meshech Chochma explains that when 
Hashem created man, his nature was such that he willed to do 
only good. Certainly, there was an evil inclination, but that 
was not a part of man, rather it was an external force. With 
the sin of the forbidden tree, the evil inclination became a 
part of man. The Avos, however, were effective in once again 
separating the bad from the good. The internal evil was sifted 
out through Yishmael born to Avraham, and Eisav born to 
Yitzchak. Yaakov was “mitaso Shleima” - all his children 
were righteous; the nature of Klal Yisrael is to be upright; it 
is external forces that lead us astray. This is what Yaakov was 
telling Eisav: An ox is Tahor - a kosher animal; a donkey, on 

the other hand is completely non-kosher, without any signs 
of being a kosher animal. In other words, I, Yaakov, have 
completed the work of my father and grandfather in separating 
the evil from the good; they are two completely separate 
entities. On the other hand, you are compared to a pig who has 
a sign of a kosher animal and a sign of a non-kosher animal. 
You have not treaded that path. Indeed, the Torah stresses the 
fact that Rivka rode on a camel. The Medrash comments that 
this hints to the fact that Eisav would emerge from her - just 
as a camel has a sign of a kosher and non-kosher animal, so, 
too, there will be a Yaakov and an Eisav. Thus, Yaakov was 
not merely relating to Eisav of his earthly possessions, but 
was rather sending him an important message which could be 
understood through the ox and donkey; the camel [which has 
mixed signs] could not bring out this message and was thus 
not mentioned.

R’ Meir Simcha explains further that the sanctity of Klal 
Yisrael extends even to their earthly possessions. Therefore, 
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Yaakov tells Eisav: Even my earthly possessions have 
sanctity; even my ox, donkey, and sheep, have sanctity, as can 
be seen from the fact that the first born of each is sanctified. 
Once again, a camel could not serve as the tool for this 
message, for it is not sanctified with first born sanctity. In other 
words, Yaakov was telling Eisav: I am truly deserving of the 
blessings of Yitzchak. Although he was fooled into thinking 
that you can use your gashmiyus as a tool for ruchniyus, this 
is in fact not so; I, on the other hand, have demonstrated that 
even my physical desires are inherently good, and that even 
my earthly possessions are sanctified. This is what Yitzchak 
was looking for, and it could not have been fulfilled through 
you who has chosen this world as an end in itself.

This theme continues throughout. Eisav’s angel come 
to fight with Yaakov when Yaakov returned to retrieve some 
seemingly meaningless jugs. Eisav’s angel saw the perfect 
opportunity: Look, even you have such an interest in this 
world that you are willing to return alone to retrieve the last 

of your possessions. If so, you are no better than Eisav. What 
he did not realize was what the Gemara (Chullin 91a) tells us: 
The righteous love their money because they have acquired 
it through totally upright ways. As Be’er Yosef explains, this 
means that the righteous person understands that every penny 
and every item was given to him for a purpose. Of course 
Yaakov went back for the jugs! He felt responsible to use 
every last item of his for avodas Hashem. 

This is also the difference between Yaakov who says I 
have everything, and Eisav who says I have plenty. Darash 
Moshe (vol. 2) explains: Eisav has no use for his money 
except to enjoy this world. Anything extra is exactly that - 
extra. Thus, I have plenty - much more than I need, much 
more than I can possibly use. Yaakov, however, sees money as 
a tool for ruchniyus. With those eyeglasses, nothing is extra; 
it can all be put to good use! I have everything, for nothing is 
extra. 

R’ Ari Mandel

When the Malachim returned to Yaakov, they gave him 
the grim report. Esav was advancing towards Yaakov 

with a frighteningly large army. He started to daven to Hashem 
as the pasuk states .....(11 ;32) קטנתי מכל החסדים. Yaakov was 
worried; he was concerned that he had run out of zechusim due 
to all the chesed that Hashem had showered upon him. Rashi 
comments, even though Yaakov had a havtacha from Hashem, 
he thought that he had sinned and therefore may have lost his 
zechusim. It was for that reason that he was apprehensive.

The Ramban asks that according to Rashi, who gave the 
reason for Yaakov’s concern, why does Yaakov refer to the 
previous guarantee from Hashem? The pasuk later on says 
 .(13 ;32) ואתה אמרת היטב איטב עמך ושמתי את זרעך כחול הים...
We see over here that Yaakov referred back to the previous 
havtacha. If he was nervous that had indeed lost his zechusim, 
why then was he referring back to the havtacha? 

A second question, asks the Ramban, is that we know that 
Hashem spoke to Yaakov twice.  Once in Beis El (on his way 
to Lavan) and again in Charan (commanding him to leave the 
house of Lavan). Each time Hashem gave him a havtacha. 
The second time Hashem spoke to him was right before he 
left the house of Lavan. Hashem told him to leave and Yaakov 
obeyed. There was no time for anything to transpire. Hashem 
told him to leave and he spoke to his wives and left.  When 
could he have possibly sinned? There was no time!  Secondly, 

we don’t see any significant chasadim from Hashem that 
would be worthy of erasing the havtacha?

R’ Avraham Gurwitz Shlit”a (R”Y of Gateshead Yeshiva) 
quotes a Chovos Halevavos which answers with a tremendous 
and powerful lesson:

In Sha’ar Avodas Hashem (sixth perek) it says as follows: 
the chesed and kindness that Hashem gives a person is a 
gift that comes with responsibilities. With every gift that we 
receive from Hashem, we are expected to pay him back. How 
does one go about this? By serving Hashem better and on 
a higher level. When ehrlicher yidden receive chesed from 
Hashem they’re anxious for two reasons: 1) maybe they 
are unable to serve Hashem better or on a higher level after 
they receive such a gift. In other words, failing to reach their 
potential would cause them to maybe receive a punishment. 
The proof is from the aforementioned pasuk of מכל  קטנתי 
 They feel their schar in the next world will become (2 .החסדים
diminished from their schar in this world. 

The Chovos Halevavos understood that the fear that 
encompassed Yaakov wasn’t that since he received such 
chesed from Hashem, subsequently he would lose out from his 
schar in Olam Haba. Rather, Yaakov was fearful that he didn’t 
serve Hashem on a higher level after he was the beneficiary of 
such chasadim. That’s why he was anxious; as Rashi says he 
thought he may ‘fall into the hands of Esav’ (32; 11).

GIVING BACK TO THE COMMUNITY
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We see from here how every single yid has to focus and 
acknowledge the chesed that Hashem sends his way. One 
must understand that with it come responsibilities. It is up to 
us to improve our avodas Hashem to show Hakadosh Baruch 
Hu that we are befitting of his chesed and that we not only 
appreciate it, but will also be careful not to chas v’shalom, live 
below our responsibilities. 

Just to end off with a nice thought that brings out this 
point. 

A man recently called a Rav in New York and presented 
him with the following question. He said: I single-handedly 
B”H support a Kollel in Eretz Yisroel of about twenty five 
young men; I support them completely. I recently completed 

60 SECONDS OF TORAH: VAYISHLACH -- 
A Thanksgiving Lesson from Our Founding Fathers

a very large and successful business deal and I want to know 
what’s better for me to do. Should I call the Rosh Kollel and 
tell him to get ten more men who want to join the Kollel or do 
I give these twenty five kollel men an extra allowance and let 
them spend it how they seem fit?

This is how this ehrlicher yid fulfilled his responsibility 
from the chesed that Hashem has given him. He could’ve 
easily kept the money and invested it in the stock market.  But 
he understood what his responsibilities were! This is how one 
should think when Hashem shows him kindness. 

May we all be zoche to learn from this choshove Baal 
Chesed’s middos and to not just see Hashems kindness but to 
act responsible towards it as well. 

“I have become diminished through all the kindnesses, 
and through all the faithfulness, which You have 

performed for Your servant.” (B’Reshis 32:11)
Despite the gargantuan character of the righteous Yaakov, 

and the continual suffering he underwent throughout his life 
— his rivalry with his brother Esav, his flight from his brother 
Esav who wanted to kill him, his decades of mistreatment at 
the hands of his crooked uncle Lavan, and his fear for his life 
as he must now confront Esav and his army of four hundred 
men — Yaakov turns to Hashem and declares his unworthiness 
for all the kindnesses bestowed upon him. Yaakov describes 
himself as “diminished,” meaning that even if he could credit 
himself with some merit, surely that merit has been depleted 
to provide him with all these otherwise undeserved favors, 

and therefore cannot stand now to protect him from the 
looming danger of confrontation with his brother. If Yaakov, 
despite all his suffering, and despite his gargantuan character 
and righteousness, could humbly look upon himself as 
undeserving of Hashem’s kindness, this stands as a lesson to 
us all, who yearn to measure up to the dust of Yaakov’s feet, 
who are probably living in the most privileged generation that 
has ever lived on earth, to at least be more thankful to Hashem 
for all the incredible kindnesses in our lives, and to rejoice in 
our generous and most fortunate lot. And it wouldn’t hurt to 
try and bank a bit more merit through more refined thoughts 
and intentions, upright relations with our fellow man, and a 
strengthened relationship with Hashem. 

Based on Shla”h, Parshas VaYishlach
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Chanukah
The Chanukah Shtieble party will be  

December 7th Monday evening about 6:30 pm. 

Mazal Tov
To Suri & Joey Aron on the birth of 

 Moshe and Elisheva Fayga.  

Mazal tov to the grandparents 

Jerry and Hindy Greenwald.


